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ABOUT
Ms.	  Dyu is an	  oil figurative	  painter who explores the irrational	  
aspects of human	  behaviour.	  Her	  grotesque and	  mischievous art
creates an	  atmosphere of childish joy.

CONCEPT
This	  series of works is devoted to the study of food consumption,	  
which has become a	  significant part of human	  choice.	  It often causes
an	  internal	  conflict between current pleasure and	  expectations of a	  
better future.	  	  

ART	  COMPOSITION
The	  figure fills the entire space of the picture since the main feature
is the person and	  her/his inner state.	  The	  figure is in	  an	  
uncomfortable position,	  he/she is inscribed in	  space,	  which shows
the compromise of a	  person's actions and	  inner aspirations.

INTRODUCTION
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Ms.Dyu is a	  contemporary oil painter living and	  working from Dubai.

Ms.Dyu started to learn more in a depth about her	  favourite hobby painting 
in	   her	  teenage age and	  attended several art classes up until she studied 
finally design.	  All	  this was	  leading her	  wanting to achieve her	  bachelor's 
degree in	  design	  with the main focus on	  compositions and	  sculptures.	   
Her	  master's degree in	  liberal	  art was	  accompanied by classes in	  psychology,	   
sociology and	  cultural studies.

While learning all	  the above and	  getting more depth in	  understanding as well 
as discovering things about herself and	  humanity,	   she created her	  
extreme	  large	  figures and	  characters showing them in	  situations pointing out	   
our psychological ulterior motives in	  today's society.	  Her	  goal is that the 
viewer of her	  provocative work will	  accept them with a	   smile and	   enjoy the 
ironic presentation of our society.

There is a	  comical side in	  Ms.Dyu's paintings.	  The	  comic approach is her	  way 
of knowing.	   In	  her	  paintings she often brings the simplest situations to a	   
grotesque comic,	  absurdity,	   to see the situation in	  different	  colours.	  Ms.Dyu 
is creating her	  works of art with only few	  colours which she is mixing together 
very precisely to get different	  colour variations for	  each painting.	  After	  finishing 
the painting she destroys the colour compositions so	  that they can't be 
made again.	  Her	  paintings are truly unique.	   In	  the future,	  Ms.Dyu wants to 
create a	   body of work in	  digital	  art to reinforce the meaning of her	  work in	  all	   
aspects.



"	  I	  am	  greatly addicted to the things I	  am	  interested in.
It often leads to fixation on some things that consume my time	  and	  

enslave me a little and cause a feeling of unfreedom.	  I reflect on this a lot.
I	  find	  a	  similarity in the people aroundme.	  

I see inmyself and others that the solutionswe choose are rather unsightly,
awkward, ridiculous,even comical when you see these from the side.

We cannot adequately assess how we respond to this internal	  discomfort.	  
I show it inmy paintings. Everyone can see it from the outside,	  in	  a	  

grotesque comic form.	  ".

-‐ Ms.Dyu



WORKS



86g	  of pure	  happiness
2021
90	  x	  90	  cm	  
Oil paint on	  canvas
Unique
Price:	  3500	  GBP

DESCRIPTION	  

Sugar	  stimulates the „happiness hormone“	  in	  thebrain,	  so	  thebrain requires it.
But	  it dramatically conflictswith thepersons rational	  choiceof thehealthy lifestyle



Great	  expectation
2021
Size:	  80	  x	  90	  cm	  
Oil paint on	  canvas
Unique
Price:	  3500	  GBP

Description:	  

We raise healthy food to heaven and	  prioritise it over current happiness,	  
hobbies,	  relationships.	  



Cabbage slave
2021
Size:	  90	  x	  90	  cm	  
Unique	  
Price:	  3500	  GBP

Description:

We are strongly focudsed on	   the healthy lifestyle and	  often lose
ourselves in	  this situation.	  



Food	  balance
2021
Size:	  60	  x	  70	  cm
Oil on	  canvas
Unique	  
Price:	  2500	  GBP

Description:	  

The	  high	  value of a	  healthy lifestyle goes hand in	  hand with our desires
and	  habits.	  We spend our time	  and	  energy on	  complex nutritional	  balances
when there aremore important things to do.



Rain	  season
2020
Size:	  70	  x	  80	  cm
Oil on	  canvas
Unique
Price:	  2500	  GBP

Description:	  

Nostalgic for	  the freedom to do	  anything,	  even if it's just	  a	  game in	  the rain.



MASTERPIECE	  



Foodism
2021
Size:	  130	  x	  100	  cm
Oil on	  canvas
Unique	  
Price:	  5000	  GBP
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